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[1] Cloud motion vectors obtained stereoscopically by the Multiangle Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MISR) are evaluated. The reference data for this assessment is taken
from 23 sites in NOAA’s radar wind profiler network located across the central United
States. Agreement between the two data sets is appraised as a function of cloud top
height, MISR wind retrieval quality estimates, and version of the stereoscopic retrieval
algorithm. For ‘‘Best Winds’’ retrievals, the comparison between matched MISR and
NOAA profiler wind components yields biases of about 1.3 m s�1 with standard
deviations of 4–6 m s�1. Comparisons are better for winds retrieved close to the surface
than at high altitudes. Updates to the MISR stereoscopic retrieval algorithm have
improved the level of agreement over time. Tightening of MISR data quality standards
has also improved agreement, but at the expense of decreasing the number of available
MISR wind vector estimates.
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1. Introduction

[2] The Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR)
on the Terra satellite is a unique instrument capable of
estimating cloud top heights by geometrical means alone
[Diner et al., 1998, 2005]. This is accomplished by com-
paring images of the clouds taken from different viewing
angles. However, because there is a delay between MISR
image acquisitions, movement of the clouds can also change
the relative position of cloud features from one look to the
next. For this reason, obtaining accurate cloud heights also
requires determination of cloud motion. Thus a stereopho-
togrammetric cloud motion vector retrieval was included in
the MISR cloud height retrieval.
[3] Although cloud motion retrieval was initially incor-

porated into the MISR data processing stream for the benefit
of cloud top height estimation, given sufficient accuracy, the
wind retrievals have their own intrinsic value. Thus it is
important to evaluate the quality and precision of the MISR
cloud motion retrievals themselves.
[4] Qualitative comparisons to cloud motion vectors from

GOES-W for a portion of one MISR overpass (one midlat-
itude cyclone) were performed soon after MISR was
launched [Horváth and Davies, 2001b]. This qualitative
study found that the wind and height retrievals were
consistent with the observed synoptic conditions and in
reasonable agreement with the GOES-W derived cloud
motion vectors. However, no detailed quantitative compar-
isons were reported.

[5] A brief assessment of MISR cloud motion vectors
was included in the work of Marchand et al. [2007]. This
analysis used cloud information from ground retrievals at
the ARM SGP site and wind measurements from a nearby
radar wind profiler. For the highest quality cloud top heights
and wind vectors recorded by MISR, this study found biases
between the MISR and wind profiler data on the order of
1 m s�1 and standard deviations of around 8 m s�1 for each
of the horizontal wind components. Results were similar
when cloud top heights were determined using a collocated
millimeter wavelength cloud radar. Because data from a
single measurement site was employed, this study included
fewer than 100 matches between the MISR and profiler
data. This study highlighted the importance of accurate
MISR wind retrievals, as errors in the cloud winds were
found to be the dominant source of inaccuracy in MISR
cloud heights.
[6] Davies et al. [2007] describes improvements to the

MISR cloud motion stereo retrieval algorithms that became
operational in early 2006. (Data computed using this algo-
rithm were not available at the time of the Marchand et al.
[2007] study.) This paper also includes the results of a
comparison of cloud motion vectors from the new algorithm
to GMAO GEOS-4 assimilation data. Six weeks of data,
comprising about 85,000 observations, were employed.
MISR data used in the comparison were limited to points
classified as ‘‘good’’ in a (nonoperational) quality control
test. Root mean square (RMS) vector differences between
the MISR and GMAO cloud top wind speeds were about
5 m s�1 for low-level clouds (cloud tops below 700 hPa),
7.4 m s�1 for midlevel clouds (cloud tops between 400 and
700 hPa), and 10.5 m s�1 for high clouds (cloud tops above
400 hPa.) This was partially explained by the fact that the
absolute wind speeds also increase with height. A portion of
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these differences could also be attributed to poorer operation
of the wind retrieval algorithm for higher clouds, as indi-
cated by worse agreement between the winds retrieved by
the fore and aft sets of cameras. The uncertainty in the
cloud heights from the GMAO (expressed in hPa) relative to
the MISR retrieved heights (given in m above sea level) was
cited as an additional possible contributor to the observed
discrepancies. The fore-aft differences in the MISR-retrieved
wind speeds provide an estimate of the precision of the
MISR values. These differences for the same points used
in the GMAO comparisons had a mean of �0.17 m s�1 and
RMS of 2.7 m s�1. The fore-aft directional bias was 2.2�with
an RMS of 24�.
[7] In this paper, we further explore the accuracy of

MISR cloud motion vectors by comparing operational data
from the MISR archive at the NASA Langley Atmospheric
Science Data Center to conventional ground-based mea-
surements of wind speed from radar wind profilers operated
by the National Weather Service. This work is based on the
approach of Marchand et al. [2007], but covers a longer
time period and more wind profiler sites. With this addi-
tional data, we are able to evaluate the effects of recent
improvements in the MISR cloud wind retrieval algorithms.
We also investigate how the reliability of MISR cloud winds
varies as a function of height and quality control criteria.

2. Description of Data

2.1. MISR Data

[8] The Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR
[Diner et al., 1998]) is part of the payload of NASA’s Terra
satellite. Launched in 1999, Terra is in a nearly polar orbit at
an inclination of 98.5� 705 km above the Earth, with an
equator crossing time of 10:30 in the descending node. Full
coverage of the Earth requires 9 days in this configuration.
The unique feature of the MISR instrument is that its nine
line-imaging cameras, which each operate at four spectral
bands (443, 555, 670, and 865 nm), are positioned to collect
data at nine different angles relative to nadir (nadir plus
26.1�, 45.6�, 60.0�, and 70.5� in the fore and aft directions.)
This system geometry allows the instrument to view an
individual object on the surface nine times in the span of
7 min with 250–275 m sampling.
[9] Stationary objects above the ground will appear to be

in different locations in each of the nine images because of
the varying camera angles. If the object is moving, this adds
to its apparent dislocation. It is thus possible to derive the
height above the surface and rate of horizontal movement of
observed clouds using data from MISR’s multiple cameras
and basic geometric principles, as described by Horváth and
Davies [2001a].
[10] In practice, cloud height and motion detection from

MISR is carried out as follows [Moroney et al., 2002]. (Here

we describe the processing codes that were in place at
launch. Recent changes will be discussed below.) For each
70.4 � 70.4 km2 area or ‘‘domain,’’ a fast pattern-matching
algorithm [Muller et al., 2002] is used to locate matched
points in the images from three cameras. Cloud wind
vectors and heights are retrieved for these locations and
the u (westerly) and v (southerly) wind components are
binned in a two-dimensional histogram. Based on the
assumption that the wind is uniform over a single domain,
the average velocity components from the two most popu-
lated bins are selected to represent the domain. (Retention of
two values allows for detection of multiple cloud layers.)
The heights associated with these retrieved wind velocities
are computed as the median of the corresponding heights.
Quality control tests are performed for the retrieved wind
estimates and quality flags assigned. Possible quality flag
values and their interpretations are listed in Table 1. The
domain parameter CloudMotionSource provides additional
information concerning the degree of success of the cloud
wind vector retrievals. (Additional information about MISR
data quality flags can be found in the MISR Level 2 Top-of-
Atmosphere/Cloud Products Quality Statement, available
at http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRODOCS/misr/Quality_
Summaries/L2_Cloud_Products.html.)
[11] Following this step, a second high-resolution pattern

matcher [Muller et al., 2002] is run independently at full
275 m resolution for two pairs of MISR cameras (one pair
each in the forward and aft directions), in order to estimate
cloud top heights. Retrievals are only attempted every 1.1
km in each direction in order to save processing time. If
retrievals for both camera pairs are successful and the
returned heights agree to a set threshold, the higher height
is retained. If only one retrieval is successful, this height is
also stored. If neither retrieval succeeds, no cloud top
height is recorded for this location.
[12] Multiple cloud top height values are reported based

on the result of this procedure [Marchand et al., 2007].
‘‘Without Winds’’ values consist of cloud top heights as
retrieved directly from the stereo matching without any
correction for cloud motion. ‘‘Raw Winds’’ heights are the
retrieved levels corrected using the corresponding retrieved
wind vector, regardless of the quality flag associated with
this vector. If the retrieved wind value at a given pixel has a
quality flag of ‘‘good’’ (3) or ‘‘very good’’ (4), the ‘‘Raw
Winds’’ height is also assigned to the ‘‘Best Winds’’ height
variable, otherwise this variable is left empty. It is this last
set of cloud top heights that is recommended by the MISR
team for general use (C. Moroney, personal communication,
2008). For further discussion of the cloud height data types,
see the MISR Level 2 Top-of-Atmosphere/Cloud Products
Quality Statement, referenced above.
[13] Significant changes made to the MISR cloud wind

retrieval technique since 2004 are summarized as follows.
Versions 11 and 12 (introduced operationally 4 February
and 28 November 2004, respectively) used the original
version of the algorithm, applied to a triplet of forward-
looking cameras. Starting with version 13 (13 May 2005), a
second retrieval using a triplet of aft-looking cameras was
added. This change was made possible by an improved
geometric camera model for the Da (70.5� aft) camera (C.
Moroney, personal communication, 2008). Major changes
were put in place for stereo product version 15 (21

Table 1. Explanation of Wind Quality Flag Valuesa

Value Meaning

0 no retrieval
1 poor
2 unknown
3 good
4 very good

aFrom Bull et al. [2007].
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February 2006), including improvement of camera geoloca-
tion and coregistration [Jovanovic et al., 2007]. The precision
of the retrievedwind speeds was also improved by computing
them and their associated heights from a weighted average of
the disparities in the most populated and surrounding dispar-
ity bins rather than as the mean value of the most populated
wind bin [Davies et al., 2007]. (Here ‘‘disparity’’ refers to
the difference between feature locations from images taken
at two different angles and times.) Finally, stricter quality
control standards based on the level of agreement between
the wind retrievals from the fore- and aft-looking camera
combinations were implemented at that time [Davies et al.,
2007]. Additional minor improvements to the quality con-
trol algorithm were included in version 16 (1 August 2006)
and the entire processing code was ported to Linux in version
17 (1 June 2007). (See the MISR Level 2 TOA/Cloud
Versioning document at http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRO-
DOCS/misr/Version/pge8a.html for further information
about product history.)
[14] Data collected from the beginning of the MISR

archive in March 2000 through September 2006 was used
in this study. However, the algorithm used to process this
data frequently was not the version that was operational at
the time of data collection. This is because data from
different observation periods was often reprocessed at a
later date. As a result, the algorithm used to process each
data point in this study could be between 11 and 17 largely
independent of sampling date. (More recent data would not
have been processed with an older algorithm, but older data
may have been reprocessed with a more recent version.)
The reprocessing of the entire data set using stereo product
algorithm version 17 that is currently under way will
eventually solve the problem of irregular data versioning
in the archive.

2.2. Radar Wind Profiler Data

2.2.1. The NOAA Profiler Network
[15] Radar wind profilers have been used for the routine

measurement of winds throughout the depth of the tropo-
sphere since the early 1990s. Radar wind profilers are
Doppler instruments that detect atmospheric motions by
measuring backscattering from refractive index variations.
In a typical three-beam system, one beam points vertically
while the other two are tipped obliquely away from the first

at right angles in the horizontal reference system. (Typical
angles are 10–20� from the vertical.) Horizontal wind
components are retrieved by using the velocity measured
by the first beam to remove the vertical components from
the measurements from the other two beams.
[16] The reference wind values used in this study were

obtained from 23 geographically distributed sites of the
NOAA Profiler Network (NPN, see http://www.profiler.
noaa.gov/npn) managed by the National Weather Service,
as shown in Figure 1. The NPN is a system of 35 UHF
Doppler radar wind profilers located primarily in the central
US and Alaska. Aside from occasional additions or reloca-
tions of sites, this network has been operated continuously
since 1992. The NPN profilers are three-beam systems with
oblique beams at 16.3� from normal [Barth et al., 1994].
Those at Syracuse, New York, and Platteville, Colorado,
operate at 449 MHz, while the remainder within the
contiguous 48 U.S. states operate at 404 MHz. The systems
are operated in two height modes. The low mode has 320 m
resolution and samples the altitudes of 500–9250 m above
ground level (AGL) using 250 m range gates. In high mode,
greater output power is used to cover heights of 7500–
16,250 m at 900 m resolution, again sampled with 250 m
range gates. Maximum measurable wind velocities are
55.62 m s�1 in low mode and 82.23 m s�1 in high mode.
[17] Data is recorded for each of the three antenna

directions at 6 min intervals and combined via consensus
averaging to produce hourly estimates [Barth et al., 1994].
If necessary, the vertical components are corrected to
account for the effect of precipitation. (Scattering from
falling precipitation yields a downward signal unrelated to
the vertical air motion.) If excess wind speeds cause aliasing
of the returned signals, this is corrected as well [Miller et
al., 1994]. Finally, the measured wind components are
converted to standard directions, i.e., u (westerly), v (south-
erly), and w (upward), and quality control tests are applied.
2.2.2. Accuracy of Wind Profiler Measurements
[18] Several groups have estimated the precision of radar

profiler measurements. In a preparatory study before the
creation of the NPN, Strauch et al. [1987] used a five-beam
405 MHz system to simulate two 3-beam systems. Using
one month of 6-minute measurements averaged to hourly
values for clear air cases only, they found that the difference
between nearly simultaneous measurements from the two
simulated instruments depended on the strictness of the
uniformity test applied to the data during the hourly
averaging. If four similar measurements were required to
determine a consensus wind, the estimated precision for a
single horizontal wind component was 1.3 m s�1. If 8 (12)
similar measurements were required, the precision improved
to 1.1 (0.89) m s�1.
[19] Cohn and Goodrich [2002] estimated the precision

of three-beam wind profiler data based on a much more
limited set of measurements from a 915 MHz boundary
layer radar profiler and a Doppler lidar system aligned so
that their beams were coincident. Data was collected over a
2.3 h period having optimal conditions and very strict
quality control limits were placed on the values retained
for analysis. Averaging was performed only over the 25 s
dwell time of the measurement beams. Adjusting their
results to account for the elevation angles of the oblique
beams and the 10 samples averaged over an hour used for

Figure 1. Locations of NOAA Profiler Network sites in
the contiguous United States. Filled circles indicate sites
used in this study.
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the NPN profilers yields an expected standard deviation for
each horizontal wind component of about 0.35 m s�1.
Given the limited sample set and strict requirements of this
study, however, this result is likely a best-case estimate of
instrument performance that may not be representative of
operational conditions.
[20] In addition to these studies, others have assessed the

accuracy of radar wind profiler measurements by comparing
them to winds from rawinsondes. Early results were
obtained by Weber and Wuertz [1990] for long-term
(21 months) comparisons between a 915 MHz three-beam
profiler and rawinsondes at Stapleton airport in Denver.
For over 18,000 unedited matches, the standard deviations
of the horizontal wind component differences were about
4.6 m s�1 with biases of about 0.2 m s�1. After eliminating
outliers (matches with differences greater than 15 m s�1),
the standard deviations were reduced to approximately
2.5 m s�1. The bias for the u-component (W–E) also
decreased, to 0.49 m s�1, but the v-component (S–N)
bias increased to 0.82 m s�1. Agreement was observed to
decrease with increasing elevation. Most of the disagree-
ment between the rawinsonde and radar profiler measure-
ments was attributed to sampling differences as the sondes
drifted away from the launch site.
[21] After 300 h of operation, hourly observations from the

first NPNwind profiler, located at Platteville, Colorado, were
evaluated relative to winds recorded by rawinsondes
launched from a site about 50 km away during August of
1989 [Weber et al., 1990]. For 657 data matches, the standard
deviation of the measurement differences for a single hori-
zontal wind component were about 3.4 m s�1.Martner et al.
[1993] compared wind speeds from radiosondes to measure-
ments from the same Platteville NPN profiler taken over one
month in February–March 1991. In this study, the measured
wind components agreed to within 0.5 m s�1 with standard
deviations of about 5.0 m s�1 and cross correlations above
0.9 for the profiler low mode and to about 0.75 m s�1 with
standard deviations of 4–6 m s�1 and cross correlations
above 0.9 in high mode. The poorer agreement found for the
high mode of the wind profiler was likely due to greater
separation between the sondes and profiler at increased
altitudes. Interestingly, the southerly (S–N) wind compo-
nents showed better agreement than the westerly (W–E)
components for both profiler modes.
[22] Wind profiler performance has also been evaluated

relative to measurements from meteorological towers with
heights on the order of a few 100 m. Placing a profiler near
a fixed tower eliminates the uncertainty caused by increas-
ing separation of instruments common to rawinsonde-based
evaluations. In addition, the profiler data used in these
studies is limited to the first few measurement range gates,
where the sampled volumes have not increased much from
their initial size, the beams are still close together, and the
signal-to-noise ratio is still very high. Therefore these
experiments are performed under nearly optimal conditions,
except that the variability of the winds may be large and, in
some cases, ground clutter may be an issue. For all these
reasons, the results of these comparisons may not be typical
of operational measurements at heights up to 15,000 m, as
described in this article.
[23] In one such tower study (J. P. Ye et al., A detailed

comparison between wind profiler and tower measure-

ments, paper presented at the 8th Symposium on Meteo-
rological Observations and Instrumentation, AMS, Anaheim,
California, January, 1993), measurements from a 915 MHz
NOAA radar profiler were compared to winds observed by
propeller vane anemometers mounted every 50 m along the
300 m tall Boulder Atmospheric Observatory tower located
650 m to the north. Measurements taken at 100 m and
200 m over 21 days in the fall of 1991 were used in the
comparisons. For a total of approximately 750 data points,
the mean bias was about �0.26 m s�1 with a standard
deviation of about 1.57 m s�1. Hourly averaging was used
for both data types. No description of the quality control
checks applied to either data set was provided.
[24] Angevine et al. [1998] described a similar experiment

carried out in a forested area of Wisconsin between May
and October 1995. Profiler measurements at 60 m vertical
resolution were compared to winds from a cup anemometer
mounted 398 m above the ground on a meteorological tower
located 8 km away. A statistical filtering technique was
employed to remove profiler values that appeared to be
contaminated by birds, precipitation, and other sources of
interference. Following this, all points for which the tower
and profiler wind speeds disagreed by more than 3 m s�1

were also eliminated as ‘‘obvious’’ outliers. After these
reductions in the data set, the mean difference between
the remaining �240 sample pairs was found to be 0.40 m
s�1 with a standard deviation of 1.04 m s�1. Since the radar
profiler used in this study obtained 24 independent wind
estimates per hour rather than the 10 per hour provided by
the NPN profilers, this implies an expected standard devi-
ation of about 1.5 m s�1 for the profiler measurements in the
current work.
[25] Adachi et al. [2005] used a 1.3-GHz five-beam

profiler to simulate a three-beam system. The three-beam
measurements were compared to winds measured by a
propeller-driven anemometer attached to the top of a tower
at a height of 213 m located 300 m south of the radar
profiler at the Meteorological Research Institute in Tsukuba,
Japan. Data from the profiler’s second range gate with 60 m
resolution was averaged for 30 min during processing by
the Profiler On-Line Program [Carter et al., 1995], and then
a noise reduction algorithm based on data continuity was
applied. Observations were made over the entire month of
August 1997. After elimination of data from periods of
precipitation, about 1300 simultaneous measurements
remained. The mean difference between the tower and
profiler wind speeds was 0.9 m s�1 with a standard
deviation of 2.2 m s�1 (which corresponds to �1.6 m s�1

when twice as many samples are used to compute hourly
averages.) The wind directions agreed to within 1.5� and the
standard deviation of their differences was 22.5�. Thus all
three of these tower studies estimate the accuracy of hourly
mean three-beam profiler measurements as below 1 m s�1

and their precision as about 1.6 m s�1.

3. Method

3.1. Treatment of MISR Data

[26] MISR Level 2 Top of Atmosphere/Cloud Stereo
Product derived from observations over the period March
2000–September 2006 was obtained for a 0.6� � 0.6� area
centered on each of the 23 NOAA Profiler Network sites
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indicated in Figure 1. This product contains both the cloud
heights and cloud wind vectors described in section 2.1,
along with supporting data such as date, time, and location
identifiers and diagnostic values. We note that several
variables in this MISR data set store the stereo cloud height
field. To avoid difficulties when the retrieved height is near
the surface, we use the PrelimERStereoHeight variable [Bull
et al., 2007] in this analysis. Like all MISR-retrieved
heights, these are given relative to the WGS 84 geoid
(effectively sea level); however, unlike the final height
values, the PrelimERStereoHeights contain only ‘‘bad data’’
flags rather than default values where the stereo retrieval
fails or the retrieved value is erroneously located below the
surface.
[27] Our processing starts with determining the MISR

stereo cloud heights for each overpass of a NOAA profiler
position. As discussed above, there can be up to three MISR
stereo heights associated with any 1.1 km pixel: a ‘‘Without
Winds’’ (WW) height, a ‘‘Raw Winds’’ (RW) height, and a
‘‘Best Winds’’ (BW) height. Depending on the cloud scene,
the height fields can be quite variable at 1.1 km resolution.
Therefore for each overpass, we determine the median
stereo heights over a 12 � 12 km2 (11 � 11 pixel) patch
centered on the profiler station. However, if fewer than half
the 121 grid points in the patch have successful height
retrievals, this overpass is discarded from further analysis.
This approach was adopted based on the work of Marchand
et al. [2007], who showed good agreement between radar
observed cloud top heights and MISR stereo heights using
11 � 11 pixel median filtering.
[28] A similar procedure is carried out for the MISR wind

retrievals. Depending on how many levels MISR detects
returns from, there can be up to two different cloud wind
vectors for every 70.4 � 70.4 km2 domain grid box. We
determine the median values for both the high and low
winds over the same 11� 11 patch of 1.1 km pixels that was
used for the cloud top height selection above. Again, at least
half of these pixels must have valid retrievals assigned to
them. This procedure, although not necessary in most
instances, accounts for the fact that the higher resolution

11 � 11 region may overlap more than one 70.4 � 70.4 km2

domain.
[29] The cloud top heights and cloud wind vectors are

paired as follows. For a given MISR BW, WW, or RW
height, we choose the wind retrieval whose associated height
is closest to this value, provided that the associated height is
within 1000 m of the MISR stereo height value and that the
wind QC and CloudMotionSource flags meet our quality
criteria. (We generally require wind QC values of 3 or 4, but
this may vary depending on the purpose of a specific
analysis.) If a valid match is found, this wind vector-stereo
height pair is retained for the profiler comparison.

3.2. Profiler Data

[30] NPN wind retrievals are reported hourly and as a
function of height. For every good MISR cloud motion
vector, we locate the profiler record for the hour that
contains the MISR overpass time. We then seek the height
bin containing the MISR cloud top height. As described
earlier, the radar wind profilers operate both low and high
modes whose coverage overlaps in the middle troposphere.
If good wind profiler retrievals for both modes are found in
the desired bin, the high mode value is selected for compar-
ison because the signal strength is greater for this mode. (See
http://dss.ucar.edu/datasets/ds359.0/docs/QUALITY.CODE.
19980226.)

3.3. MISR Ground Detections

[31] Since the Earth’s surface typically displays signifi-
cant features observable at the wavelengths used by MISR,
MISR frequently obtains high-confidence stereo height
retrievals from the surface under clear sky conditions. We
expect these retrievals to indicate wind speeds close to zero
occurring near ground level, regardless of actual wind
conditions. To prevent inclusion of such surface returns in
the comparisons, we removed points with retrieved stereo
heights less than 750 m above ground level and wind speeds
less than 2.5 m s�1. (Note that the root mean square error of
ground height detected by the MISR stereo algorithm have
been found to be less than 250 m.) This eliminated many of

Figure 2. MISR and NOAA profiler winds at ‘‘Best Winds’’ heights for 23 locations. Wind quality
flags 3 or 4. Ground return filtering applied. (a) Profiler data. (b) MISR data.
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the points having the worst agreement with the wind profiler
data.

4. Results

[32] MISR ‘‘Best Winds’’ (quality flag = 3 or 4) and radar
wind profiler data at the MISR ‘‘Best Winds’’ heights aggre-
gated over all 23 ground sites are shown in Figure 2. These
polar plots illustrate the population of winds sampled for
this study. Apparent ground detections have been removed,
leaving 1173 matched samples. As expected, most of the
points fall to the left of the vertical axis, indicating that
westerlies dominate in these central regions of the U.S. In
addition, most of the wind speeds are below 20 m s�1, but
higher values do occur, mainly for clouds above the
boundary layer. The two distributions look generally sim-
ilar, with perhaps a bit more variability in the estimates from
MISR.
[33] The individual wind components for the same sets of

measurements are compared in the scatterplots of Figures 3a
and 3b and the top row of data in Table 2. The narrow 1:1
line represents the ideal case of equal values from MISR
and the profilers. For both the u (W–E) and v (S–N) wind
components, the points cluster around the 1:1 line, however
the agreement for the u-components is slightly better. The
standard deviation of the difference between the MISR and

wind profiler returns is less than 4 m s�1 for the W–E
direction, but close to 6 m s�1 in the S–N direction. In
addition, the correlation between the MISR and profiler
u-components is greater than 0.9, while the v-component
correlation is 0.83. The best fit line for the v-components
has a slope shallower than the 1:1 line, reflecting the poorer
agreement for this data. The biases are small and similar in
both directions.
[34] The superior performance of the cloud wind retrievals

in the W–E direction was anticipated in the design phase of
the MISR instrument and retrieval algorithms [Horváth and
Davies, 2001a] and has been observed in previous evalua-
tions of MISR on-orbit performance [Marchand et al., 2007].
It arises from basic differences between the along-track and
cross-track MISR sampling geometries, which correspond
nearly to the N–S and W–E directions in midlatitudes. First,
the MISR pixel size at the ground is larger in the along-track
direction for all camera angles except the nadir view, leading
to reduced accuracy in observing feature displacements in
this direction. Secondly, cloud wind retrievals are complicat-
ed by the fact that the observed displacements are due not
only to cloud motion but also to parallax caused by the
change in camera positions between MISR views. This
parallax is a large component in the along-track direction
but small in the cross-track, leading to greater uncertainty in
determining the cloud motion in the S–N direction.

Figure 3. Comparison of MISR and NOAA profiler winds at ‘‘Best Winds’’ heights for 23 locations.
Wind quality flags 3 or 4. Ground return filtering applied. (a) W–E (u) wind component. (b) S–N (v)
wind component. (c) Wind speed. (d) Wind direction.
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[35] The MISR-profiler comparisons are presented in
terms of wind speed and direction in Figures 3c and 3d
and the top row of data in Table 2. (Note that the statistics
for the wind direction are computed using equations for
circular statistics, since wind directions wrap at 360� = 0�.
See Jammalamadaka and SenGupta [2001] or Fisher [1993]
for an explanation of these methods.) As for the individual
wind components, the MISR wind speeds compare favorably
to the wind profiler data. The standard deviation of the
differences between the values is about 5 m s�1 and the bias
is very close to zero. The correlation between the two data
sets remains high, at about 0.9. Although there are a few
outlier points, most cluster along the 1:1 line.
[36] Of the various wind parameters discussed here, the

agreement between MISR and the NOAA wind profilers
appears to be poorest for the wind direction: the standard
deviation of the differences between the MISR and profiler
values is 41.9�, or nearly one quarter of the maximum
possible difference. (By definition, differences between
directions cannot exceed 180�.) In addition, the correlation
between the two sets of values is only 0.59. Examination
Figure 3d shows that, although many of the points are
densely concentrated about the 1:1 line, a substantial
number also fall far from this line. This apparent spread is
somewhat misleading because of the equivalence between
0� and 360�, so that the points at the top left or lower right
of the plot are in nearly as good agreement as the points at
the lower left and top right. Nevertheless, the number of
outliers in this plot far exceeds those in the previous three
panels. Most troublesome may be the points forming a
column on the left side of the plot, for which MISR
retrieved an orientation close to 0� while the profilers
returned values between 60� and 300�.
[37] Visual inspection of the MISR browse images for 45

of these points indicated that roughly half of the points for
which the presence or absence of clouds could be defini-
tively determined corresponded to ground returns from
MISR that were not eliminated by our selection criteria.
This would occur if MISR either returned a wind speed
greater than 2.5 m s�1 or a height greater than 750 m even
though the true velocity and height for ground returns are
both zero. A possible explanation of the location of these
points above 0� in the wind direction plot can be provided
for those samples falling into the first of these error
categories. As just explained, errors are more likely in the
retrieval of the along-track (N–S) than the cross-track (W–
E) direction. Thus erroneous winds from ground returns are
likely to have small u-components and large v-components,
that is, to point close to the 0� or 180� directions. However,
MISR wind and height retrieval errors are known to be
correlated [Horváth and Davies, 2001a]: If MISR reports a
component of the wind in the along-track (N–S) direction

instead of zero for a ground return, the returned height will
be too high, making it less susceptible to elimination by our
ground return criteria. However, if a wind component in the
opposite direction (S–N) is retrieved, the returned height
will be too low, putting it below ground level for a surface
return. Such a return would be automatically excluded from
our comparisons. This could explain why a second column
of points does not occur at 180� in the wind comparison plot
of Figure 3. (Note that the profiler wind speeds and
directions for these points can take on any value since they
are measurements of the air motion above the ground.) A
detailed analysis including information about the occurrence
of below ground heights in the MISR retrievals would be
required to test this explanation.
[38] Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the ground detection

removal on the wind retrieval comparisons, in order to
judge whether the restrictions we have imposed are reason-
able. The plots include all of the valid matches between
MISR and the NOAA profilers using the ‘‘Best Winds’’
heights for MISR winds with quality flags of 3 or 4. The
points in red are those that meet the ground detection
criteria of MISR wind speeds less than 2.5 m s�1 and cloud
top heights 750 m or less above ground. These criteria select
nearly all the points for which MISR retrieved a wind speed
near 0 m s�1 while the profiler detected higher velocities
(see Figure 4c). At the expense of a few points with small
wind speeds detected by both the profilers and MISR, this
eliminates many severe outliers from the wind direction plot
(compare Figure 4d, which includes all data, to Figure 3d,
from which the ground returns have been removed). A total
of 289, or nearly 20%, of the data matches are removed from
consideration by these criteria. Although it appears from the
two wind speed comparison plots that a further reduction in
‘‘bad’’ matches is possible, we were not able to find tighter
selection criteria that did not eliminate as many or more good
points along with the bad.
[39] Table 2 shows the impact of the ground detection

removal on the retrieval comparison statistics, since the
second line in this table lists the results before the removal
of ground detections. Nearly all of the individual statistics
are improved by this data filtering. However, since the
MISR wind speeds for the eliminated points were all less
than 2.5 m s�1, the effect on the various comparisons is
relatively small. The greatest improvements are for the wind
speed bias, which drops 68%, and the correlation of the
MISR and profiler wind directions, which improves more
than 40%. The other changes are mainly less than 10%.
[40] We next examine how changes to the MISR stereo

cloud wind retrieval algorithm, summarized above in sec-
tion 2.1, have influenced retrieval performance. This infor-
mation is important when deciding which MISR data is
appropriate for use in a given application. The statistics in

Table 2. Comparison of MISR Cloud Winds Having QC Values of 3 or 4 and Profiler Winds at Cloud Topa

Data Versions N

U-Wind Component V-Wind Component Wind Speed Wind Direction

Bias Std. Dev. CC Bias Std. Dev. CC Bias Std. Dev. CC Bias Std. Dev. CC

No ground 11–17 1173 �1.25 3.86 0.94 �1.31 5.87 0.83 �0.45 4.96 0.90 12.3 41.9 0.59
All data 11–17 1462 �1.47 4.02 0.92 �1.41 5.90 0.80 �1.40 5.25 0.88 11.7 42.8 0.41

aHeight of MISR winds determined from ‘‘Best Winds’’ heights. ‘‘No ground’’ values are for points remaining after ground detection filtering. ‘‘Bias’’
and ‘‘Std. Dev.’’ are the mean and standard deviation of the MISR-profiler differences, respectively. ‘‘CC’’ is the cross-correlation between MISR and
profiler values.
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Table 3 indicate that each of these software enhancements
has produced incremental improvement in the quality of the
cloud wind retrievals. The standard deviations and cross
correlations between the MISR and profiler data values
have steadily improved for both the u and v wind compo-
nents, with the standard deviations in the u (v) components
decreasing from 4.42 (6.63) m s�1 to 2.49 (4.30) m s�1

from processing versions 11–12 to 16–17. Biases are small
for all versions, with the latest versions (16–17) having
values well below 1 m s�1. We should point out that, at the
time this paper was submitted, all existing MISR data was
being reprocessed with version 17 of the stereo algorithm.
To give a better idea of what the final product will look like,
we include Figure 5, which shows comparison results for
MISR cloud winds from versions 16 and 17 in the same
formats as used in Figure 3.
[41] Davies et al. [2007] expressed some concern over the

loss of data that occurs when data quality criteria are applied
to select the ‘‘Best Winds’’ values. Data rejection is espe-
cially significant under the tighter criteria implemented with
stereo cloud product version 16. The degree of data loss due
to imposing these restrictions is illustrated in Table 4, which
summarizes the number of MISR cloud wind values passing
the appropriate QC tests relative to the total available
matches between the MISR and profiler data for the older
and newer versions of the QC formulation. The results are

also stratified by the cloud top height from MISR. The
newer QC criteria eliminate nearly twice the fraction of
available points as the older criteria. In addition, the rate at
which the points fail to meet QC standards increases
noticeably with elevation. Previous work [Marchand et
al., 2007] suggests that this is most likely due to higher
cirrus-type clouds having less distinct features than lower
cloud types (cumulus and stratocumulus), decreasing the
effectiveness of the MISR stereographic pattern matchers.
[42] Given the difficulties with retrievals for higher cloud

types, are the MISR retrievals that pass the quality control
checks worse for clouds at higher elevations? Table 5
compares wind retrievals with quality codes of 3 or 4 from
all versions of the processing software with the
corresponding radar wind profiler data using the same three

Figure 4. Comparison of MISR and NOAA profiler winds at ‘‘Best Winds’’ heights for 23 locations.
Wind quality flags 3 or 4. No ground return filtering. Points meeting ground return criteria marked in red.
(a) W–E (u) wind component. (b) S–N (v) wind component. (c) Wind speed. (d) Wind direction.

Table 3. Difference Between MISR and Profiler Winds as a

Function of Processing Algorithma

Versions N

U-Wind Component V-Wind Component

Bias Std. Dev. CC Bias Std. Dev. CC

11–12 265 �0.64 4.42 0.91 �0.08 6.63 0.82
13–14 605 �1.72 3.98 0.94 �2.18 5.93 0.82
15 102 �1.42 3.40 0.95 �1.23 5.25 0.82
16–17 201 �0.56 2.49 0.97 �0.55 4.30 0.91
aMISR winds with QC value of 3 or 4 at ‘‘Best Winds’’ stereo heights.
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height categories as Table 4. Not surprisingly, the standard
deviations of both the u- and v-wind components increase
with cloud top height, from 3.34 to 5.36 m s�1 for the W–E
components and from 4.77 to 8.31 m s�1 for the S–N
components. However, it should be pointed out that the
mean detected winds also increase as a function of height:

the mean absolute values increase from 5.21 and 5.69 m s�1

for the 750–3000 m bin to 24.41 and 15.10 m s�1 in the
7000–20,000 m height bin for the u- and v-winds, respec-
tively. (The greater difference between the W–E and S–N
winds in the highest bin reflects the increased strength of the
prevailing westerlies aloft as the height of the jet stream is

Figure 5. Comparison of MISR versions 16–17 and NOAA profiler winds at ‘‘Best Winds’’ heights for
23 locations. Wind quality flags 3 or 4. Ground return filtering applied. (a) W–E (u) wind component.
(b) S–N (v) wind component. (c) Wind speed. (d) Wind direction.

Table 4. Proportion of Available Points Passing ‘‘Best Winds’’ Quality Control Testsa

Height
Range (m)

Number of Points
RW (QC 1–4)

Number of Points
BW (QC 3–4)

Proportion Meeting
BW Criteria

All useable data (MISR versions 11–17)
750–3,000 885 581 0.66
3,000–7,000 456 235 0.51
7,000–20,000 397 168 0.42

Previous cloud wind retrieval and QC algorithms (stereo product versions 11–14)
750–3,000 495 408 0.82
3,000–7,000 270 177 0.66
7,000–20,000 251 129 0.51

Latest cloud wind retrieval and QC algorithms (stereo product versions 16 and 17)
750–3,000 235 113 0.48
3,000–7,000 117 44 0.38
7,000–20,000 78 22 0.28

aRW stands for ‘‘Raw Winds,’’ BW stands for ‘‘Best Winds,’’ and the QC are the corresponding
quality control flag values.
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approached.) Relative to these mean wind speeds, the values
retrieved by MISR agree better with the profiler data at
higher altitudes. A similar result was found by Davies et al.
[2007] in their comparison of recent MISR cloud wind
vectors to GMAO forecast data.
[43] If one is concerned about the number of MISR wind

data points available, it is possible (though not advised by
the MISR team) to include points with QC values below 3
in an analysis. The price of lowering the acceptable QC
value to retain more data matches in terms of retrieval
performance is summarized in Table 6. Here comparisons to
wind profiler data are shown for the MISR retrievals with
the highest confidence (QC = 4 only) and then for groups
including points with lower QC values from 3–4 to 2–4 all
the way down to QC values of 1–4. The agreement between
MISR and radar profiler values drops off quickly for the
u-wind components and less markedly for the v components
when points with a QC flag of 2 are added to those passing
the quality checks (QC = 3 or 4) to increase the number of
points by 50%: the standard deviation of the v component
differences increases 50% from 6.00 to 9.01 m s�1 while for
the u component the increase is only 21%, from 4.14 to
5.03 m s�1. If further performance degradation can be
tolerated, the total number of available points can be doubled
by incorporating retrievals with a QC code of 1 as well.
However, at this point the expected agreement between the
profiler and MISR v velocities is worse than 10 m s�1.
Rather than blindly accepting all points with a lower QC
value, it is possible to apply one of the standard QC tests
substituting one’s own acceptance standards. The differ-
ences between the winds retrieved using the forward- and
aft-looking camera combinations are included in the MISR
stereo product files with variable names beginning
FwdAft_XXWind_Differences, which are linked to the
retrieved winds via the Low/HighCloudBinIdentifier param-
eters. In algorithm versions 15 and above, a QC flag of 3 is
assigned to a particular retrieval if the fore-aft difference is
less than or equal to about 10 m s�1 for the S–N direction
while a QC value of 4 corresponds to agreement to about
3 m s�1 in this value. By applying somewhat higher limits
to this value, the number of available data points can be

increased while still eliminating the lowest quality retrievals
(C. Moroney, personal communication, 2008).
[44] We next investigate how the results of this study

compare with previous assessments of the operational per-
formance of the MISR cloud wind vector retrieval process.
Marchand et al. [2007] also used wind profiler data as a
reference base, but had fewer than 100 points from a single
wind profiler available because they focused on measure-
ments from the ARM Southern Great Plains central facility.
Their figures are listed in Table 7, along with similar
statistics for all of the MISR-profiler data matches used in
this study. The results are separated into values for MISR
data processed using the same operational algorithms as the
MISR data presented in Marchand et al. [2007] (versions
11–14) and for MISR data produced using later processing
algorithms (versions 15–17). For comparisons at both the
Best Winds and Without Winds stereo heights, the overall
agreement between the MISR version 11–14 and profiler
wind values clearly improves when data from additional
measurement sites is included. The standard deviations and
correlation coefficients show still greater improvement when
more recent (versions 15–17) MISR data is considered. As
noted in Marchand et al. [2007], the MISR wind retrieval
performs better for the u wind components than for the
v direction. While T tests imply that the biases computed in
this study for versions 11–14 and 15–17 are not signifi-
cantly different than those presented by Marchand et al.
[2007], they are significantly different from zero at the 95%
confidence level. F tests suggest that the successive differ-
ences in the standard deviations are all significant at the 95%
level of confidence.
[45] Davies et al. [2007] compared �85,000 MISR wind

retrievals made after the major algorithm upgrades of version
15 to winds from the GMAO’s GEOS-4 analysis. To allow
direct comparison to their findings, we computed the vector

Table 5. Difference Between MISR and Profiler Winds as a Function of MISR Cloud Top Heighta

Height (m) N

U-Wind Component V-Wind Component

Abs. Mean Bias (Rel.) Std. Dev. (Rel.) CC Abs. Mean Bias (Rel.) Std. Dev. (Rel.) CC

750–3,000 581 5.21 �0.98 (�0.188) 3.34 (0.641) 0.82 5.69 �0.55 (�0.097) 4.77 (0.838) 0.81
3,000–7,000 235 13.16 �1.06 (�0.081) 3.53 (0.268) 0.94 7.65 �1.03 (�0.135) 5.12 (0.669) 0.87
7,000–20,000 168 24.41 �2.30 (�0.094) 5.36 (0.220) 0.94 15.10 �4.47 (�0.296) 8.31 (0.550) 0.88

aMISR winds with QC value of 3 or 4 at ‘‘Best Winds’’ stereo heights, all processing versions. Relative bias and standard deviation values are the bias
and standard deviation scaled by the mean absolute values of the wind profiler velocity components.

Table 6. Difference Between MISR and Profiler Winds as a

Function of MISR Wind QC Limita

QC range N

U-Wind Component V-Wind Component

Bias Std. Dev. CC Bias Std. Dev. CC

1–4 1994 �1.87 5.74 0.89 �3.13 11.10 0.62
2–4 1617 �1.54 5.03 0.91 �2.32 9.01 0.68
3–4 1104 �1.22 4.14 0.92 �1.18 6.00 0.82
4–4 848 �1.09 3.71 0.94 �0.79 5.47 0.84
aMISR winds at ‘‘Raw Winds’’ stereo heights, all processing versions.

Table 7. Comparison of MISR Cloud Winds and Profiler Wind

Speed at Cloud Top: Results From This Study and From the Work

of Marchand et al. [2007]

Study Versions N

U-Wind Component V-Wind Component

Bias Std. Dev. CC Bias Std. Dev. CC

MISR winds with QC = 3 or 4 at ‘‘Best Winds’’ stereo heights
Previousa 11–13 43 �0.27 7.64 0.84 �1.69 9.37 0.68
Current 11–14 870 �1.39 4.15 0.93 �1.49 6.23 0.82
Current 15–17 303 �0.85 2.85 0.97 �0.78 4.64 0.88

MISR winds with QC = 1–4 at ‘‘Without Winds’’ stereo heights
Previousa 11–13 66 �1.78 6.64 0.89 �0.65 13.01 0.51
Current 11–14 853 �1.88 5.19 0.90 �2.43 8.78 0.43
Current 15–17 622 �1.45 4.23 0.93 �1.87 7.48 0.51

aFrom Table 1 in Marchand et al. [2007]. Note that the sign of the biases
has been reversed to conform with the convention difference = MISR �
profiler used in this paper.
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differences between the MISR and NOAA profiler winds in
three height ranges. The height classes used by Davies et al.
[2007] – low below 700 hPa, midlevel between 400 and 700
hPa, and high above 400 hPa – are nearly the same as our
classes except that our heights are computed with reference
to ground rather than sea level, so no recategorization of the
data was performed. Our root mean square vector differ-
ences, shown in Table 8, are slightly higher than those
reported by Davies et al. [2007] when all available MISR
values are considered, but consistently lower, especially at
higher altitudes, when only the values produced after the
algorithm changes discussed in Davies et al. [2007] are
included. Both the GMAO and profiler comparisons indicate
an increase in absolute differences at higher elevations.
Disparities between the exact values are likely due to differ-
ences in accuracy between the GMAO and profiler velocities
as well as the large differences in the number and location of
the data points used for the comparisons.
[46] The usefulness of MISR wind retrievals depends in

part on the overall number of good retrievals available. This
is determined by the fraction of overpasses for which clouds
are detected as well as the quality of the MISR retrievals.
During the period covered by this study, the MISR swath
provided good coverage of one of the profiler sites on a total
of 13,386 MISR overpasses. Of these, 6998, or just over
50%, contained at least one valid wind retrieval (that is,
CloudMotionSource = 3, 4, or 5). 4887 had a valid (QC > 0)
wind retrieval with an associated height within 1000 m of the
retrieved ‘‘RawWinds’’ height. This represents 36.5% of the
total overpasses. 3582 (26.8%) had a good ‘‘Best Winds’’
height and a wind retrieval with a QC value of 3 or 4 and an
associated height within 1000 m of the ‘‘Best Winds’’ value.
Application of our ground detection criterion would further
reduce the number of good retrievals by about 15% and 20%
for the ‘‘Raw Winds’’ and ‘‘Best Winds’’ height values,
respectively, giving a total yield of wind measurements of
approximately 30% and 21% of all overpasses. This corre-
sponds to about 4150 (RW) or 2870 (BW) useful wind
retrievals for the 23 sites over a period of 6 years.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

[47] Cloud motion vectors retrieved by the Multiangle
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) have been evaluated
using radar wind profiler data from NOAA’s profiler net-
work as a reference. Comparisons between the ‘‘BestWinds’’
values available from MISR and the profiler measurements
yielded biases of about 1.3 m s�1 and standard deviations of
4–6 m s�1 for the individual W–E and S–N components

after removal of samples judged likely to correspond to
MISR ground detections. The standard deviation for total
wind speed was �5 m s�1. This level of agreement is
similar to that found between wind profiler and rawinsonde
data in previous studies [Weber and Wuertz, 1990; Weber et
al., 1990; Martner et al., 1993].
[48] As expected, greater absolute deviations are observed

in the S–N direction and for winds retrieved at higher
altitudes. The standard deviation and cross correlation have
steadily improved with progressive modifications to the
retrieval algorithm. A consequence of tightening quality
control standards has been a decrease in the number of
retrievals meeting the ‘‘Best Winds’’ criteria, dropping from
68% of valid retrievals for algorithm versions 11–14 to just
41% for versions 16–17. For less sensitive applications, it
may be worth accepting retrievals with lower quality ratings
to maintain high return counts despite the consequent loss
in accuracy. Limiting our view to the cloud winds retrieved
using older versions of the algorithm (11–14), comparisons
with this large pool of profiler data yield substantially better
agreement than Marchand et al. [2007] obtained with fewer
than 100 samples from a profiler near the ARM Southern
Great Plains central facility. Inclusion of retrievals from
the more recent MISR algorithms (15–17) improves the
agreement further. MISR cloud winds from algorithm
versions 15–17 agree slightly better with the profiler data
than with GMAO forecast values as reported by Davies et
al. [2007].
[49] When judging the outcomes of these comparisons, it

is important to bear in mind the differences between wind
estimates from MISR and from Doppler radar wind pro-
filers. Measurements made by the profilers are based on the
Doppler frequency shift caused by atmospheric motion as
the radar waves backscatter from index of refraction varia-
tions in the air. Measurements are made in three directions
to obtain the vertical and horizontal wind components as a
function of height. Because two of the beams point oblique-
ly upward, the beams separate with height and it is neces-
sary to remove the vertical component of the wind speed
from the estimates from these two beams to obtain the
horizontal terms alone. The returned signals are averaged
over 1 min intervals to assure an adequate an signal-to-noise
ratio for each measurement, but the data is made available
as hourly averages [Barth et al., 1994].
[50] Although MISR cameras collect individual images

nearly instantaneously, about 7 min pass between when the
first and last cameras observe a given location. The data
required to retrieve a single cloud top wind estimate is thus
obtained over an �7 min period. This shorter sampling time
relative to the hourly mean profiler data is compensated by
the fact that MISR winds are reported for 70.4 � 70.4 km2

domains in the standard products. MISR determines wind
speeds by estimating the change in position of cloud top
visual features between images collected by cameras at
different viewing angles at different points in time. This
technique is based on completely different principles than
the profiler measurements. Because this algorithm relies on
images of cloud tops, MISR can return only one wind
retrieval rather than a vertical wind profile at a given
location. The vertical resolution of the two systems is also
different. The vertical resolution for MISR cloud height
retrievals is about 560 m [Moroney et al., 2002], which falls

Table 8. Root Mean Square Vector Wind Differences From This

Study and From the Work of Davies et al. [2007]a

Height
Range (m)

Davies et al. [2007]
This study,
v. 11–17

This study,
v. 15–17

N
RMS
(m s�1) N

RMS
(m s�1) N

RMS
(m s�1)

1,000–3,000 70,091 5.1 470 5.97 141 4.83
3,000–7,000 12,442 7.4 235 6.38 58 4.81
7,000–20,000 2,631 10.5 168 11.06 39 8.47

aThe Davies et al. [2007] study analyzed only processing version 15
values. For all statistics, only ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘very good’’ (QC = 3 or 4) data
is included.
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between the 320 m and 900 m quoted for the low and high
height modes of the NOAA profilers, respectively [Barth et
al., 1994]. In summary, radar profiler data provides a high-
quality reference for the evaluation of MISR cloud motion
vectors because of its independence and expected high
accuracy and precision (less than 1 m s�1 and 2 m s�1,
respectively, based on comparisons to anemometers, Dopp-
ler lidars, and independent three-beam profiler measure-
ments). Nevertheless, the differences between the two types
of instruments add uncertainty to the MISR-profiler com-
parisons.
[51] Users should be aware that some of the ‘‘cloud

motion vectors’’ included in the official MISR data products
were obtained under clear-sky conditions. In most of these
instances, the wind speed is reported as close to 0 m s�1 but
the retrieval is flagged as high-confidence because the
pattern-matching algorithm works effectively on the surface
features. In order to avoid such values, users will need to
devise and apply additional screening procedures.
[52] Because both parallax and cloud motion affect the

apparent displacement between cloud features in sequential
MISR images, errors in distributing the observed displace-
ment between the two are fundamentally correlated and
retrievals in the along-track (north–south) direction are
inherently less accurate than in the cross-track (west–east)
direction. As previously suggested by Marchand et al.
[2007], one way to overcome this problem might be to
derive cloud motion from two nadir-viewing cameras while
obtaining cloud height from one nadir-viewing and one
oblique-pointing camera that observe the same scene at the
same time. This could be accomplished using two satellite
platforms, one carrying only a single downward-looking
sensor and the second with both nadir and forward-viewing
cameras in orbit several minutes behind. Using this con-
figuration, the cloud motion retrieved from the two nadir
cameras would be nearly independent of height while the
cloud height obtained from the first nadir camera and the
forward-viewing sensor would be independent of cloud
motion, thus eliminating most of the ambiguity between
these two measurements. The wind retrieval accuracy and
coverage would also likely be significantly improved
because identifying the same cloud features in two nadir
views will be easier and more robust than using one nadir
and one off-nadir view. We also note the stereoimaging
technique used by MISR can be applied to measurements
at other wavelengths, including images in the thermal
infrared to permit nighttime operation or in the near
infrared (e.g., 1.6 mm) to improve performance over snow
and ice surfaces.
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